SURROGACY FOR HIV+ INTENDED PARENTS
Surrogacy for HIV+ intended parents
Surrogacy is an option for male same-sex couples and single fathers who are HIV positive and want to
conceive a biological child. It is also an option for some different-sex couples who need the help of a
surrogate to carry their child or wish to eliminate any risk of transmission.
However, HFEA regulation prohibits fertility treatment at UK clinics using eggs or sperm from someone
who is HIV positive with a surrogate, even if the sperm is washed or the viral load is
undetectable. That is because the HFEA rules require any eggs or sperm transferred to a surrogate to
meet the same standards of safety which are applied to donated eggs and sperm.
The options for surrogacy as an HIV positive parent are therefore:
•

Not using the HIV positive partner’s eggs or sperm

If only one of you is HIV positive, you could conceive without using his/her eggs or sperm with a
surrogate at a fertility clinic in the UK. For example, if you are a same-sex couple you could opt for
the HIV negative intended father to be your child’s biological father. If you are a different-sex couple
you could use donor eggs or sperm to replace the eggs or sperm of the HIV positive partner.
Even if you are not using your own eggs or sperm, your clinic may still wish to take special care in
screening the eggs or sperm being provided by your partner to make absolutely sure there has been
no infection between you. Assuming there are no concerns, the sperm or embryos can then legally be
transferred to a surrogate at a clinic in the UK.
•

Going to the US for treatment

The other option is to go overseas for your fertility treatment. In the USA, there are established
programmes for sperm washing with surrogacy. Unless you have a surrogate from the UK who is
willing to travel to the US for the fertility treatment, these specialist programmes can also match you
with a surrogate prepared to conceive with washed sperm (often for additional compensation).
Surrogacy and the law
UK law treats the surrogate and her spouse as the legal parents of a child born through surrogacy.
That is the case even if your child is born overseas in a place which recognises you as the legal
parents. As UK intended parents, you are then expected to apply to the UK family court for a
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parental order which reassigns parenthood to you and gives you a British birth certificate for your
child. If you are planning to conceive through surrogacy it is important to check that you will be
able to obtain a parental order, or that you have an alternative legal plan for resolving your
parenthood if not. You will also need an immigration plan if your child will be born overseas.
Many parents who are HIV positive and conceiving through surrogacy are anxious about the
process of applying for a parental order: will they be approved by the court as parents? Your HIV
status will not be a bar, but it may affect your court application in relation to:
The need for a biological connection. If you are using donated eggs or sperm to eliminate the risk
of transmission, then you need to ensure that at least one of you is a biological parent if you want
to apply for a parental order,
The welfare assessment. As part of your application, a Cafcass (Children & Family Court Advisory
& Support Services) officer will visit you at home and write a report for the court as to whether a
parental order is appropriate to safeguard your child's lifelong welfare. Although many HIV+
parents worry that their status will be viewed negatively, that is not our experience in practice.
However, you should expect the family court to ask for current information about your health and
reassurance that your status does not prevent you being able to meet your child's long term needs.
If you have AIDS or other health issues, you will be expected to show that there is adequate
support in place to look after your child if you are not able to do so.

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER: The information in this fact sheet is presented for general informational purposes only. It does not constitute
legal or medical advice. While care has been exercised in putting the information together, no assurances or warranties are given as
to the accuracy of the material contained in this fact sheet and the information is made available exclusively on the basis that none of
NGA Law, The P3 Network, Proud.Professional.Parents., hivandfamily.com, or any of the named sponsors of hivandfamily.com is
providing professional advice on a particular matter and none of these persons accept any liability (howsoever described) arising out
of the use of or reliance one the information provided herein. Nothing contained in this fact sheet is intended to be used as medical or
legal advice and should not be used as a substitute for your own health professional’s or other professional advisors’ advice.
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